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Abstract

Evolutionary algorithms, based on observations of biology. liave experienced success in modern
computing for nialiy specific problem sets. Each time requiring an advanced prograninier to create a
specific solution for each case. In this paper I present software designed to give full control over a
grammar-based genetic prograniming application for the pu~poseof testing and research. I describe ~ n a i ~ i
concepts of liow tlie sofivare functions. and slio\v Iiow a researcher can quickly create or integrate any
code into tlie genes of a genetically built algorithm. This simplifies and shortens tlie time required and
learning curve involved in building and evaluating cases using a Grammar-Based Genetic Programing
(GBGP).
Keywords: Genetic Programming, Java, Evolutionary Algorithms. Fitness Landscape
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Introduction

One of tlie great difficulties in conducting research is tlie time and resource gap bet\veen an idea needing
research and its exectition and testing. Currently, if a researcher wants to apply genetic programming to
problem they liave to understand liow to create tlie underlying software then invest time and resources
into creating the software to test the specific hypothesis. There are a c o ~ ~ pof
l e software package options
available (EpocliX, JAGA, JGAP) but tlie process of learning to use tlie software or API generally nulls
tlie benefit of its use in tlie first place. The purpose of this paper and the software it presents is to reduce
that resource gap and provide researchers. with or without a strong software engineering background, an
easy to use tool for creating and manipulating evolutionarily built applications, namely with Genetic
Programming (GP). This tool, named GBGP (Grammar-Based Genetic Programming) gives quick GUI
(Graphical User Interface) access to many cornmon parameters involved in creating genetic programs as
well as providing a generic interface for programmers to quickly create or integrate existing Java code as
tlie genes in a GP environment.
To facilitate tlie software, this paper provides: a brief background in tlie field of evolutionary
algorithms in relation to genetic programming (Section 2), a brief description of the purpose of GBGP. a
co~npreliensiblebreakdown of how to interact with the software (Section 4): a description of its design
and algorithms (Section 5), results of a test run an integer array sorting algorithm (Section 6), and finally
close with conclusions and further improvements (Section 7). The problem I will attempt to solve using
GBGP is to generate an algorithm for sorting an array of random integers of an arbitrary yet limited size.
Readers from any background interested in genetic programming will find this paper and its
accompanied software usehl since it is designed to be as flexible, simple, and quick to use as possible.
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Background

'

Genetic programming is a subclass of evolutionary algorithms inspired by biological evolution where
instead of making species of orga~iisinsit designs programs based on a fitness or survivability 121. First

invented in the 1960's by a Inan nanied Jolin Holland and so~iietimesreferred to as a hill climbing
technique, due to its slo\v goal approaching nature, it optiniizes a population of computer progranis across
a fitness landscape . Tliis landscape is referred to as tlie searcli space where the computer program once
tested gives access to one point in tlie searcli space; and the searcli space is all possible programs that can
be created given the constraints. usually infinite in size [I]. By applying evolutionary techniques observed
in nature such as DNA mutation, crossover, and reproduction on program structures. we can change tlie
output of a prograni witliout human intervention and hopefully move towards a liiore correct program for
the given problem and its fitness. Generally speaking: for ~iiostprograms where rando~ncode is mutated
or taken from other programs, the outcome is noise. A fitness function evaluates the efficacy of each
program to separate i~sefulprograms from the noise. Programs that score higher on the fitness function are
rated as niore valuable and liave a higher probability of being selected for tlie genetic operations in the
next generation. By repeating this process continually, tlie ail11 is that some extent of evolution will occur
on computer progranis where the final result is a program tliat correctly solves tlie problem described by
tlie titness.
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What is GBGP

GBGP is a tool 1 developed as a solution to the genetic programming paradigm. I t has been designed with
three goals in mind: First. it's purpose is to abstract all variables tliat are not exactly knowns in genetic
programniing and give the user access to those variables. Tliis is important because tlie outcomes of
changes on tliese values are not known and therefore are subject to change and consequently research.
The specific variables and each of their impacts is described tl~oro~~glily
in section 4. Second, its purpose
is to allow advanced or amateur programmers to create structures that they may find ~1sefi11
in the
this by keeping the software
constructio~iof species (programs) in a population. I t acco~nplisl~es
completely generic and separate from any iniplementation. To include yo~u-own code comes down to
adding one line for each class, method, and variable you wish to give access as genetic code. Lastly, it
gives live information and graphs summarizing the population as it goes tlirough each generation of
genetic operations. By combining tliese three traits, yo11 liave an easy to use tool tliat allows useful quick
~nodificationsboth in parameter changes and in code changes that provides important information of your
GP run.
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Interaction with GBGP

GBGP has been designed with simple interaction on several levels. The front end or user interface,
provides access to many of the parameters of interest in genetic prograniming, as well as displaying live
infographics (line graphs) of important sulnmaly information of the population over time, such as mean.
and standard deviation. The back end or code interaction. has no API and requires almost no knowledge
of how the code operates, but is designed to be flexible with literally any Java code. With only a basic
understanding of Java code, anyone froin any background can interact and work with GBGP on any level.

4.1 User Interface. The user interface serves two niain purposes, first to give access to values tliat affect

the operation of GP. These values include prograni stn~cturessuch as the number of statements allowed to
be generated in eacli metliod or tlie number of variables allowed to be generated in each nietliod or class.
These parameters can be edited on the fly and tests call be immediately run to see the changes that the
different values effect. The results are displayed i n a few different foniiats: the left panel displays a s1io1-t
summaly of the cunent iteration of tlie population whicli includes the best individual score, the mean
score. and standard deviation of scores ill tlie population. To gain Inore information or to view these
numbers as they cliange over time: navigate to the InfoGraphics tab wliere line graphs are drawn as eacli
iteration is conipleted. Tliis infomiation is displayed live as eacli iteration of genetic operations is
conipleted. Summaries over time are also provided wliere tlie results of each iteration are stored and the
mean and standard deviation values are displayed in a line graph. The interface is equipped with popups
on hover tliat explain eacli field. Interacting witli the Graphical side of the program is simple and
self-explanatory witli tlie info bubbles given. For that reason no more details are necessarjl about
interacting wit11 tlie UI.
4.2 Parameter Manipulation. Key to tlie purpose of GBGP is the ability to cliange paraliieters during
runtime. The simulation can be paused, parameters changed, and then resumed again witli the new
parameters. For instance, if you wanted to allow more statements for the programs to use, you could
pause the simulation, change the parameter, and resume operation. Tliis could have very interesting
results and requires further investigation, especially on mutation arid crossover depth. Since those appear
to be more beneficial as low value early on and larger value later, ecluating to large clianges in code in
infancy stages and perhaps more fine tuned clianges witli already somewhat evolved programs.
It is not possible to pause the simulation. malce code changes, and resume. In the future adding
new code might be possible. but currently clianges won't go tlirougli until a new population is generated.
4.3 Code Interaction. Creating code as the genes in a genetic programming environment GBGP is a very
si~iipleprocess. Only a single Java class must be created. Tliis class is tlie Input/Output class. best named
10. Each program in the population creates and manipulates its own 10 object. It is in tliis class tliat all
variables used in determining fitness must be defined. The 10 class requires only one static metliod:
"rate": witli a return type of doi~bleand parameter of tlie 10 ob.ject. Beyond tliis tlie programmer is
allowed to create any other classes, methods. and variables tliat is or is not used by the genetic code. As
long as you create a static "rate" function with I0 parameter tliat returns a decimal value fitness, you can
run GBGP. You are also allowed to create any further Java classes you desire. These must be categorized
as Library classes.

I 0 - The Class responsible for holding Input and Output as well as defining a "rate" function
whicli returns a fitness value of type double.
Libra~y- A support Class which can liave any desirable purpose. It can be a static metliod Library
class with niethods that liave helpful logic or it can be an Object defining class that a program is
allowed to instantiate. If you want something visible to GBGP to be inserted as genetic code it
~iiustbe defined as a Libraly class (other than the I 0 class).

Now that you have a clear distinction between tlie two class types how do you create them? GBGP uses
comments as commands that are parsed before your code is compiled.

4.3.1 GBGP Commands. Telling GBGP to make a class, method, and variable visible all use the same
syntax. When I say visible I am referring to a program in the population being allowed to create an object
of (non-static) or use (static) a visible class, call a visible method. and write to or read fiom visible
variables. First the "I/#"tells GBGP that tliis line is a command. second the comniand type must be
written directly after tlie '#'. The only available command types are as follows:
10 - Declares the 01711~ 10 class
Library - Declares a new visible Library class
Var - Declares a new visible variable
Method - Declares a new visible nietliod

After the type is written tlie order of the parameters is no longer relevant. You can reorder them however
you like. If yo11do not include a command w11en it is required a default value is used. In the case of tlie
"na~iie"com~nandyo11 must always include it. All possible parameters after the type are as follows:
Command
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Figure 1 . Table of commands read by GBGP.
'Varametcrs \vlie~iare not of array type 'single' can be given another array type bjbsurrounding the type
\villi parenthesis and including tlie array type after a comma. Ex: params=~(m!~Class.arraj~))
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From this exaniple you can see that the 10 class contains three metliod that are visible to the programs.
The required rate method. and two extra methods: compare and shift. The results of this solution turns out
to be essentially useless which is ful-ther discussed in Section 6. But here the important take away is the
syntax of commands and their ability to allo\v code to be inserted for use in genetic operations.
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Design

Programs are built out of Java ob.jects first. Each Java object is representative of some t e r n in the
grammar with tlie exception of definition objects such as variable, method, and class definition. These
objects represent tlie idea of instantiating a variable that can be used in other parts of the program rather
than direct translation to the grammar. Program generation is very simple since it derives terms in the
grammar from probabilities where all probability parameters are provided in the UI. Program creation at
re
its core is composed ot'a class, a set of variables and the main neth hod as seen in F i g ~ ~ 3.

Figure 3. Generated program structure
The method is a set of statements. Since it is grammar based, each statenlent derives into either a method
call, assignment, loop, or conditional as seen in figure 4. The method is simply a method call which
searches in the libraiy classes and 110 class defined by the user and picks based on a probability of the
weight defined for that class and net hod. Method selection like this applies to a statement deriving into
method as well as an expression deriving into method. The "expression" is the most powerful part of the

grammar. as it is used heavily and allo\\rs the creation of very complex code. Its derivations are still vely
simple but provide a lot of capability seen in figure 5.

0
Statenlent

Assignment

ri
Conditional

If-Else

F]

If-Else-Conditional

Figure 4. Statement Derivation f l o ~chart
l

0
Expression

I'
(Expression)

Figure 5. Expression Derivations

Expression
Operator
Expression

rl
Variable

With an understanding of the grammar that is used to ensure that a program generated follows the syntax
rules of the java language we can move on to what I call selecti17grofit.
When programs are generated, mutated: or crossed, they are left with the dilemma of finding
something to fit that is legal for compilation. The process GBGP uses involves searching recursively up
.
the tree of the virtual program creating a list of all variables or nlethods that are legal to fit in the slot.
Originally programs were allowed to generate their own methods other than the lnain method. The
repercussion was infinite loops. Solving this problem required checking to make sure that no method
called another method that called another method and so on. As a fallback method generation is limited to

one method per program, the main method. Now when a program needs to find the method it co~npilesa
list of all available methods fiom all the library classes provided and 10 class. The same is true for
variables except class variables are also included. Method parameters are checked to make sure that at
least one variable of tlie type exist to fill each argument of different types in the method call. Once a list
has been created the weights are added first by class then by methodlvariable and a random number is
selected that is between the range of zero and tlie sun1 of all tlie weights and tlie spot is now legally filled.
In tliis way all method calls are legitiniate and all accesses to variables are also legitiniate. By reducing
the number of available variables you force those variables to be used more often and the same goes \vitli
methods.
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Results of Test Case

111my

experi~iients1 attempted to solve sorting an integer array with unsorted input. In less than a few
generations a solution \vas found in ~lliiclitlie prograliis w o ~ ~ fill
l d the o ~ ~ t pwitli
i ~ t the correct numbers
regardless of tlie i n p ~ since
~ t tlie desired output was always the same. 111order to prevent tlie program fi.om
just finding the right numbers to put in tlie right places, tlie length of tlie array as well as tlie numbers
generated as input were randomized for each individual program. With randomized input and several days
of'runs little to no progress was made. When progress was made in terms of score change it was quickly
lost within the next few generations as the input changed again. Over and over tliis same process occurred
where a program would experience an advance in scores and in tlie next generation lose the fitness, being
killed off.
In my case the fitness function that defined tlie problem being solved would not slowly bring in
arbitrary program toward success as any success gained would be lost due to the random input changing.
Only tliro~~gli
sheer luck would a program be able to solve the problem (whicli never occurred). This is a
problem witli the way this particular Fitness function impacts program acceptance. By trying to force
GBGP to find a generic algoritlim to solve any unsorted array, it had no way of improving on past
success, since every success was immediately lost in the next generation. A potential solution to tliis
problem includes increasing liltelilioods of i~sefi~l
code in Library fi~nctionsto give early programs a
better starting location
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Conclusions and Further Improvements

The inner workings of the grammar and selection of visible structures such as class, method, and variable
were thoroughly explained allowing more research to take place. There was a full discussion of how to
interact witli the software including the co~nmandsit parses in the Java files. In my test case where I tried
to generate a generic Integer al-ray sorting algorithm,.no solution was found and based on the nature of the
Fitness function, whicli requires more changes and research. The fitness landscape is paramount to any
Genetic Programming problem and remained the main drawback to my tests. It only mattered how well
and to what resolution you can "grade" the fitness of programs. Due to tlie nature of random input with
random array size, it was unable to make quantifiable improvements without a better fitness equation.

The project still has more to be done. In the future 1 would like to give programs the ability to
search into non-static sub-objects of library classes. This could add a much larger feature set to the user
and allow much more complex data structures for programs to manipulate. Furthermore, data checking
could be niore robust to make sure the user does not enter incorrect values which can at tinies cause fatal
and un\vanied failures. Lastly. more features could be added such as uploading populations to databases
as well as saving and loading configuration and settings files.
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Appendix

Below is a listing of the packages and classes in this project. Code
is available upon request.
Interface
Package of files describing the User Interface and handling interface
functionality.
12/09/2015
1 0 : 5 4 AM
1 5 2 , 2 9 9 FXMLDocument.fxm1
12/09/2015
1 0 : 4 7 AM
9 , 3 1 8 FXMLDocumentController.java
12/09/2015
1 0 : 2 1 AM
1 , 1 6 3 GP UI.java
12/09/2015
1 0 : 4 8 AM
6,720
java

LO^^.

Definitions
Classes that represent the declaration of Classes, Methods, and
Variables.
12/10/2015
0 9 : 0 8 AM
1 0 , 3 7 3 ClassDefinition.java
12/10/2015
09:OO AM
6 , 1 6 8 DefinitionStack.java
12/10/2015
0 8 : 0 9 AM
1 4 , 2 9 2 MethodDefinition.java
12/09/2015
1 1 : 4 1 PM
1 1 , 9 5 0 VariableDefinition-java

Grammar
Each Class represents a node in the Grammar tree. Classes also include
functionality for genetic operations.
12/10/2015
0 7 : 5 3 AM
4 , 5 3 0 Assignment.java
11/02/2015
0 5 : 3 9 PM
5 , 9 4 0 Conditional.java
12/10/2015
0 8 : 1 6 AM
2 7 , 7 2 8 Derivable.java
12/10/2015
0 7 : 0 9 AM
1 0 , 8 0 2 Expression.java
12/10/2015
0 7 : 2 1 AM
5 , 9 8 5 Loop.java
12/10/2015
0 8 : 5 6 AM
4 , 0 1 3 Method.java
12/10/2015
0 8 : 0 7 AM
7 , 0 0 5 Statement.java

Terminals
Classes that represents the terminals of the Grammar and their
functionality.
12/04/2015
1 0 : 2 7 PM
2 , 7 6 3 Comparison0perator.java
12/09/2015
1 1 : 2 9 AM
3 , 7 1 1 Operator.java
11/02/2015
0 5 : 3 4 PM
1 , 4 2 6 Parenthesis.java
12/09/2015
0 7 : 3 4 PM
9 , 4 5 8 Type.java
03/16/2015
1 2 : 2 2 AM
5 1 3 Unioperator . java
12/10/2015
0 8 : 1 5 aM
1 0 , 1 4 5 Variable.java

Mainpackage
Main package of GBGP that includes main function and connections to
the Interface.
09/14/2015
0 6 : 0 2 PM
6 1 6 ConsoleBuffer.java
12/09/2015
1 0 : 2 0 AM
5 , 8 6 6 DataModel.java

1,809 Main.java
7,782 Program.java
5,122 Statistics.java

PopFunct
Classes containing algorithms for per program scoring.
12/10/2015 08:40 AM
3,757 Rate.java
12/10/2015 08:39 AM
496 Result.java

ProgramGeneration
Classes involved in generating and evaluating fitness of programs.
11/15/2015 10:lO PM
7,408 Fitness.java
12/09/2015 10:36 AM
12,339 Generate.java
12/10/2015 08:45 AM
21,002 UserClassBuilder.java

UserDef ined
Package for placement of user defines classes.
12/10/2015 10:40 AM
917 1O.java
12/10/2015 08:40 AM
1,209 Rating.java

Utility
Support classes for common functionality.
12/10/2015 07:24 AM
5,405 Config.java
09/15/2015 12:32 PM
1,289 Log.java
04/07/2015 02:29 PM
2,042 Quicksort.java
11/08/2015 04:12 PM
3 ,255 RandomNum . java
11/04/2015 12:46 AM
2,203 StringControls.java

Compile
Contains files for in memory Java compilation.
11/15/2015 06:03 PM
978 CompiledCode.java
11/15/2015 06:03 PM
1,108 DynamicClassLoader.java
11/15/2015 10:07 PM
13,616 DynamicCompile.java
11/15/2015 06:02 PM
1,526 ExtendedStandardJavaFileManager.java
11/15/2015 06:05 PM
1,621 1nMemoryJavaCompiler.java
11/15/2015 06:01 PM
725 Sourcecode.java

